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You can so easily be blown away by any Wolfgang Puck dining experience. The brilliantly executed 
re/Asian restaurant atop the Four Seasons Hotel Bahrain Bay is a complete sensory journey 

AsiAn TwisTs 

It’s hard not to get excited 
by re/Asian. In fact any 
outlet at the Four Seasons 
Hotel Bahrain Bay can 
stir excitement, especially 

when there’s a Wolfgang Puck label 
attached to it. 

Having sped up to the 50th 
floor in an old world meets modern 
elevator and walked down the swanky 
corridors to get to the expansive yet 
intimate setting of re/Asian, we drank 
up the sparkling views of Manama 
before submitting to a never-ending 
menu of Asian delights prepared by 
Executive Chef Brian Becher. As a 
team, we are already well versed in 
the wonderfully complex offerings 
of re/Asian but we can never get 
enough of the beautiful variations of 
traditional Asian cuisine. 

We start off with a trio of Spicy 
Tuna Tartare In Sesame Miso Cones 
with Chili Aioli and a flurry of 
Shaved Bonito. Each bite is better 
than the next - so incredibly moreish 
and swimmingly fresh. The tuna has 
a sprightly zing in its flavour and the 
crispy glaze of the miso cone gives an 
unexpected sweetness. 

Next up were a super platter of dumplings ranging from Pan 
Seared Pot Stickers, Wagyu Beef, Scallion, Chili Oil, Cilantro and 
Black Vinega as well as XO Shrimp Dumplings, Crispy Garlic, 
Chinese Chives and Fermented Black Beans and the Chili “Dan 
Dan” Chicken Dumplings, Preserved Vegetables, Sichuan Pepper, 
Roasted Peanuts. These offer an exciting pack of exotic flavours 
that just melt in your mouth in a long-lasting, satisfying way. 

And if you’re familiar with your typical Asian street food, you’ll 
have a place in your belly for Steamed Bao Buns. Ours were filled with 
Wagyu Beef Short Ribs with a Sweet Bean Glaze and Pickled Chili. These 
fluffy pieces of heaven are all punch and crunch and are deep in powerful 
pickledness, preventing the sweet bean glaze from being overly syrupy. The 
balance is lip-smackingly happy. As far as appetisers go, they have great 
impact and set a promising precedent for what’s to come. 

We are swiftly proffered an endearing portion of  Pan-Seared 
Hokkaido Scallops Pad Thai, Rice Noodles and Thai Chilis that is 

generously coconut-peanut sauced where the noodles are gluten free. 
Chef  Brian is able to adapt to your dietary needs without skimping 
on the quality or experience of  any dish, so gluten intolerants unite! 
We then proceed to the Braised Beef  Short Ribs, Peanut “Rendang”, 
Kaffir Lime with Coconut Rice - the beef  falls so gracefully off the 
bone and is equally butter-soft when you chew - in fact, there’s very 
little chewing involved, making it an elegant choice for beef  lovers. 
It’s necessary to note we washed down every course with a medley of  
mocktails including: Double Happiness and Time Will Come - both 
are passion fruit based and are incredibly addictive. 

And for a sweet finale, we were presented with a solid Chocolate 
Red Miso Caramel Bar, Caramelized Puffed Rice, Chocolate 
Ganache and Butterscotch Ice Cream. We have no words here. 
There’s no room for even the most minor gripe at re/Asian. You 
get such a complete experience in ways you didn’t even think food 
could master.  For more information or reservations call: 1711 5046
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